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He is not mentioned by name in Torah or in the
Book of Exodus at all. He is cited in Numbers 1:7
as the chief in the Tribe of Judah, yet he looms
large in rabbinic literature as a critically important
figure in the narrative at the crossing of the Red
Sea. His name is Nachshon ben Aminadav. He was
a prince in the tribe of Judah and related Aaron.
The Exodus narrative tells us that as the Israelites fled Egypt they were
confronted with a Hobson’s Choice: before them the impassable Sea and
behind them the pursuing Egyptian army. Terrified, they turned on Moses and cried, “Why did you bring us here to perish?”
In the Talmud, “Rabbi Judah says: ‘When the Israelites stood at the sea
they were heard saying: ‘I don’t want to be the first to jump in.’ While
they were standing there, and while Moses was praying to God to save
them, Nachshon the son of Aminadav jumped up, went down and fell
into the waves.’” (Talmud Sota 36a), Mechilta (Parashat B’shalach)
My classmate and colleague Rabbi Jonathan Rosove writes: “Nachshon’s
‘leap’ was a significant turning point in the Jewish experience. His willingness to take history into his own hands became a fundamental tenet
of Jewish religious activism and a defining element in the character of
the Jewish hero.”
You know, there are two ways to lead: You can lead by instruction or
you can lead by example. Much energy is devoted to leading by instruction, while we rarely truly concentrate on the importance, value and
impact of leadership by example — even though there is more than a
little truth to the adage that actions speak louder than words.
You may rightly ask why it is that leading by example requires our
attention at all. Yet we know from experience that, even when it comes
to trivial matters, human beings seem to have a natural inclination to
follow rather than to lead. You go first, I’m not going first! The questions, who will be the first to dive in, who will be the first to take the
plunge, who will take the first step, derive from the veracity of this
observation.
While this may be a mundane and common example, it proves the point
nevertheless. Why is it that so many party buffets remain untouched
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because no one wants to be the first to serve them- Leading by example must be calculatedly visible. Where a
leader acts is just as important as when and how a leader
selves?
acts. Doing something privately is not an act of leaderExactly what happened when the Jews left Egypt and ship; since it is not known, it cannot be repeated by
crossed the Sea is not clear: The Talmudic disagreement others.
between Rabbi Meir and Rabbi Yehudah (Sota 37a) is
fascinating. Rabbi Meir believes that each tribe wanted to Nachshon was Aaron’s brother-in-law. The Rabbis present
be the first to jump in, whereas Rabbi Yehudah is of the Nachshon as a person of outstanding moral character. A
opinion that none of the tribes wanted to be first. It is second critical component of leading by example is
Rabbi Yehudah that says it was Nachshon ben-Aminadav cultivating a character that will inspire imitation. If we
who was the first to go in and show the rest of the Jewish wear a clown's suit, no matter how impressive a feat we
perform, our appearance will have undermined the exampeople what needed to be done.
ple that we are trying to set.
There is a remarkable subtlety contained in Rabbi
Yehudah's opinion. It’s not that Israel did not want to go If we are trying to accomplish change, it must be done by
into the water. All Israel understood the risks and appar- putting ourselves on the line by attaching our good repuent dangers staring them in the face. Rabbi Yehuduah is tation — which we have worked so hard to develop — to
the change that we are trying to promote. Of what
suggesting that no one wanted to be the first to dive in.
purpose is a good reputation if it is not used to inspire
You know, it’s an interesting facet of human nature. We others for good? A person's example will only be followed
have a fear of being the first. And I think that fear exists if it can be stated that “If she’s supporting it, then I will
because we take a certain chance of being the only one as also.” The opposite also holds true. Thank about it. There
well, even if everyone else knows that we are doing the are folk we do not hold in high esteem. How many times
have you said to yourself or to others, “If he’s doing that
right thing.
then I’m not doing it.”
There is risk in being the first. Sometimes real, sometimes
imagined…but risk none the less. We risk ridicule and Those who lead by example understand that they tread a
scorn if our example is not accepted. As a result, there are difficult road. Doing what is right and what is necessary
many things that everyone knows to be right that simply when no one else will do it is difficult. Leadership by example takes courage and integrity, components that yield
do not get done.
There is a profound difference between leading by exam- trust.
ple and engaging in unusual or abhorrent behavior. Doing
Nachshon becomes a model for leadership by taking that
something for its shock value is not leadership.
into the water in front of the entire community.
Nachshon was a leader by circumstance and by character. Nachshon’s only concern is doing what is right and doing
Out of all those hundreds of thousands of folk standing at what the moment demand. He does what needs to be
the water’s edge only he was willing to pursue a radical done without waiting to see whether people will follow.
course of action. The social pressure against diving in first
must have been tremendous. There was no place to test In order to lead we need to risk publically and act when
the waters…so to speak. It certainly would have been others are standing idly by. Mark Twain wrote, “Courage is
safer to find a secluded spot, stick his big toe in the water resistance to fear, mastery of fear—not absence of fear.”
and see what happens. It would have made the plunge
much easier. The action doesn’t work…no one saw, no As a Congregation and as a community, we should take
witnesses and harm, no one knows. It is the very public pride in the fact that we are leading the way.
nature of his act, however, that made it so couraRabbi Peter E. Hyman
geous — and, even more important, so effective.

Michelangelo depicted Nachshon as one the ancestors of Christ in the Sistine Chapel,
where a youthful Nachshon is shown wearing a red robe and reading a book.
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President’s Message
April and it is Passover. I hope that
all enjoyed a meaningful holiday with
family and friends. There is a lot
going on at Temple as we prepare to
move to our beautiful new home at
the end of this month. The major
construction is all but finished with
just some finishing touches yet to be
completed.
We’ve
been
taking
congregants and community people
through the building and have been
so pleased with the excitement we
are all feeling about the job we as a congregation
have completed. The years of raising funds, working
with our architects to express exactly what we wanted to see in our new Temple space and the now year
plus of construction have been hard work, but we
have worked together with commitment to each other
and to building a wonderful synagogue which will

serve our community for many years to come.
Our energy now turns to a festive opening weekend
which is in the good hands of Rabbi Hyman and
Cheryl Kramer. Invitations are at the printer and you
will be receiving them soon. There will be prayer, a
Torah march, festivities, speakers, food, music and
more festivities. I hope all of our congregants will join
us to mark this wonderful milestone in the congregation’s history. Some of our great past congregants are
coming in for the weekend and will join us which will
round out the story of this small but wonderful
congregation.
If you’d like to help our have a tour please just call or
write: mickelson.arna@gmail.com or 202-679-2390
As of April 25 you can reach the Temple office at our
new Temple but at the same phone number.

Dismantling of the Ark
Dismantling the facade of the ark to be
refurbished and used in the new building
Click on this link or the picture to view it
in “slow motion”
https://youtu.be/1IDTe34ioEs

The congregation is encouraged to explore the Temple B'nai Israel website: http://ww.bnaiisraeleaston.org/
The site has new items to explore. Under What’s New on the home page check out the video from the Talbot
Spy in which Rabbi Hyman and President Arna Mickelson walk through our new temple and talk about the
congregation's commitment and the cooperation of the Easton/Talbot community.
Or perhaps congregants and religious school students would like to brush up on prayer recordings. On the
home page choose Worship/Prayer Recordings to open a list of Shabbat Service recordings that can be
opened directly or downloaded for later listening.
If you are not a subscriber to the Star Democrat you can catch up on articles which ran in that publication.
On the home page choose Media/B’nai Israel in the News.
Enjoy these features and many more. Let us know what you would like to see on the website in the future
and we will try to accommodate your requests.
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Partying on Purim
Once more the Temple presented a festive Purim party. The religious school put on an entertaining puppet show
retelling the story of Purim. Kudos to the students and to the directors Morah Annie and Morah Laurie! Following
a traditional megillah reading in Hebrew by Rabbi Bienstock, Rabbi Hyman gave his own “modern” version in
English that the congregation has always enjoyed. The graggers were spinning. There were a lot of laughs,
applauses, and lots and lots of “booooos”. Appropriately interspersed were snippets of a variety of well-known
songs, including New York New York, Sun Rise Sun Set, The Chicken Dance, Happy Days Are Here Again, and
others, performed by the outstanding jazz trio of Max Murray (bass), Frank Russo (drums), and Joe Holt
(keyboard). The service was followed by an oneg of hamentaschen and other nosh. For those who couldn't make
it, be sure to join us next year IN OUR NEW TEMPLE!

Max Murray, Frank Russo, Joe Holt

Click on the link or image to view a video, produced by Marcia
Shapiro, from the 2016 Purim service:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZ__9JDZxp4
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Passover Thoughts - Can I Skip the Boring Parts?
By Rabbi Shimon Apisdorf
The reading of the entire Haggadah is the way in which one fulfills his or her obligation to speak about the
exodus from Egypt on the night of Passover. In order to realize the full benefit of this mitzvah, one must
both read and understand the complete text of the Haggadah. This means that if you don't understand
Hebrew, then you shouldn't read it in Hebrew. This also implies that -- beyond understanding the words -you should strive to discern their deeper meanings and messages.
Let your imagination loose for a moment and picture this: you have just concluded a marvelous encounter
with the most adorable extraterrestrial you could ever hope to meet. A conversation transpired (though no
words were actually spoken) and
clearly your rendezvous was with a
being of superior intelligence whose
understanding penetrated the many
layers of life and the universe. As a
parting gift, you are left with a book,
but there's one catch - in twenty-four
hours it will mysteriously vanish. Now
ask yourself: over those next twentyfour hours, how much time will you
spend preparing and eating meals,
watching television, or sleeping?
Or... imagine that while rummaging
through a long-neglected corner in
your attic you were to find a dusty,
handwritten manuscript authored by
your great-grandfather. Wouldn't you be curious to see what he wrote? And what if the opening lines read:
"To my dear children, this is the most important book you will ever read. It is about Jewish life and the wisdom of living written by a Jew who dedicated his life to the pursuit of wisdom. Countless hours have been
devoted to finding the words and the thoughts which I trust will serve as a faithful guide in life, and as a key
to your freedom..."
The yellowed pages of that manuscript are the timeless folios of every Haggadah. That great-grandfather is
the collective wisdom of our greatest sages. You are the heir who happened upon those lost words. A multilayered message about the meaning of Jewish existence, about life, and, most of all, about freedom. And all
you've got is one night.
The legacy of freedom is yours to discover.

Some Oddball Passover Food Facts
In 2008, Joey Chestnut - a professional competitive eater who made his mark by winning
the Famous Fourth of July International Hot Dog Eating Contest, held at Nathan’s in Brooklyn’s Coney Island - walked away with the top prize at the Kenny & Ziggy's World Matzoh
Ball Eating Championship in Houston. Chestnut ate 78 matzoh balls in 8 minutes.

In 2010, during the Third Annual Jewish Food Festival in Tucson, AZ, Chef Jon
Wirtis of Shlomo and Vito's restaurant used 125 pounds of matzo meal, 25
pounds of schmaltz (chicken fat), more than 1,000 eggs and 20 pounds of
potato starch to create a 36-inch in diameter, 488-pound matzo ball, which
set a world’s record. It was cooked up in a six-foot high, six-foot wide 1200gallon pot. For the chicken soup alone, the chefs used 320 chickens, 80 pounds
of carrots, 40 pounds of celery, and 40 pounds of onions.
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Moishe goes to his doctor complaining of a pain in his wrist.
Doc: What kind of work do you do?
Moishe: I work at a food distribution center.
Doc: What exactly do you do there?
Moishe: My job is to load 50-pound crates of parsley onto delivery trucks.
Doc thinks about it for a minute and says:
Moishe, it looks like you have a case of karpas tunnel syndrome.
The Jews are camped in front of the Red Sea. They see the Egyptian chariots approaching. Moses turns to his PR man.
Moses - "Nu, where are those boats you got us?"
PR Guy - "Boats? You didn't say anything about boats."
Moses - "So what do you want I should do? Part the waters and we can all just walk across?"
PR Guy - "If you can swing that, I'll get you your own chapter in the Bible!"
G-d to Moses - "Moses, I have some good news and some bad news for you."
Moses - "What's the good news?"
G-d - "Moses, I shall visit plagues upon the Egyptians. I shall lead you through the wilderness as a pillar of cloud by day,
and pillar of fire by night. I shall split the waters of the sea. I shall feed you with manna that forms upon the ground until
the children of Israel reach the land flowing with milk and honey.
Moses - "That's GREAT, Lord! What could possibly be the bad news?"
G-d - "You, Moses, shall write the Environmental Impact Statement."
A little boy once returned home from Hebrew school and his father asked, "what did you learn today?"
He answered, "The Rabbi told us how Moses led the children of Israel out of Egypt."
"How?"
The boy said "Moses was a big strong man and he beat Pharaoh up. Then while he was down, he got all the people
together and ran towards the sea. When he got there, he has the Corps of Engineers build a huge pontoon bridge. Once
they got on the other side, they blew up the bridge while the Egyptians were trying to cross."
The father was shocked. "Is that what the Rabbi taught you?"
The boy replied, "No. But you'd never believe the story he DID tell us!"

Who is behind Pharoah's Evil Empire?

Darth Seder

What was the name of the Secret Spy for the Jews in Egypt?
What flowers are best for the seder?

Bondage, James Bondage

U'rchids

How many Policemen does it take to make an arrest at a Seder?
What was the name of the Smart Alec Son in the seder?
What Soup do Baseball Pitchers eat at the seder?

4 Cops

The Wise-Ask Son

Lotza Balls Soup

Why did the Hagaddah get pulled over?

His seder plate expired

What is Moses's favorite Breakfast cereal?

Honey Bunches of CharOATses

Why did the Mortgage Crisis start on Passover?

Too much leaning

What do you get if you cross a dinosaur with a seder plate?

A tyrannosaucer

Why did the Egyptians get rid of all their clocks and watches? They were full of ticks
What kind of floor did Egyptians' bathrooms have?

Rep-tiles

What did you call the Farms of Egypt post pestilence? Decalfinated
Why did the apple in the charoses cry? Its peelings were hurt
Why was the plague of blood unsuccessful?

Because it was all in vein
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Tidbits of Jewish History: Hannah Glasse (1708-1770)
Amanda Moniz,
americanfoodroots.com

Long before Julia Child there was Hannah Glasse, an
18th century English woman known primarily for writing an English cookbook with an almost 21st Century
title: "The Art of Cookery Made Plain and Easy: Which
Far Exceeds Anything of the Kind Yet Published".

Although some of these dishes share much with
Spanish cuisine, Glasse distinguished between Spanish and Jewish dishes. Her Spanish-style haddock
recipes calls for the fish to be broiled, then seasoned
with mace, cloves, nutmeg, garlic and tomatoes, and
then stewed. The Jewish-style haddock is seasoned
with mace, no cloves or nutmeg, and calls for onion,
not garlic. The fish is poached lightly and then
finished with an egg-lemon sauce. The recipes differ,
but the distinction between Spanish and Jewish
cuisines also reflects the era’s common view that
Jews were a distinct nation.

Glasse’s cookbook, first published in England in 1747,
was the most popular cookbook in both 18th-century
Britain and America. George
Washington
and
Thomas
Jefferson owned copies, and
so did Benjamin Franklin, Want to try out one of her recipes? Here is her recipe
who liked the book’s recipes "to dress haddocks the Jews way."
enough to translate some
"Wash two large fine haddocks very clean, cut them
into French.
in slices about three inches thick, and dry them in a
The earliest Jews in North America had Iberian roots – cloth; take a gill either of oil or butter in a stew-pan,
their ancestors had either been expelled from Iberia a middling sized onion cut small, a handful of parsley
(Spain or Portugal) or had formally converted to washed and cut small; let it just boil up in either butChristianity and practiced Judaism secretly. Jewish ter or oil, then put in the fish; season it with beaten
cuisine in Britain and its North American colonies mace, pepper and salt, half a pint of soft water; let it
reflected this Iberian heritage.
stew softly, till it is thoroughly done; then beat up the
yolks of two eggs, with the juice of a lemon, and just
In addition to an extensive collection of English
as it is done enough, throw it over and sent it to the
specialties, “The Art of Cookery” also recognized this
table.”
distinct Jewish culinary influence. The 1760 edition
includes six recipes for dishes prepared in a Jewish On March 28th, Google paid tribute to Glasse's 310th
style: “haddocks the Jews way,” “The Jews way of birthday, celebrating her contribution to modern
preserving salmon, and all sorts of fish,” “marmalade cookery with this Google Doodle.
of eggs the Jews way,” “To stew green peas the Jews
way,” “English Jews puddings; an excellent dish for
six or seven people, for the expense of six pence” and
“The Jews way to pickle beef, which will go good to
the West Indies, and keep a year good in the pickle,
and with care will go to the East Indies.”

Thanks to Our Oneg and Kiddush Hosts
Friday, March 2 - Belinda Frankel
Friday, March 16 - Lesley Israel

Leaves are available for our beautiful Tree of Life. As our Tree celebrates
“life events,” you may order a Leaf in honor of any living person or event.
Many members of our congregation order leaves to honor their children and
grandchildren, birthdays, weddings or Bar/Bat Mitzvahs.
Leaves are $300 each and may be ordered from Temple B’nai Israel, 101 W.
Earle Ave., Easton, MD 21601. Please send your check made out to Temple
B’nai Israel along with a clear statement of the inscription you wish.
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APRIL CONTRIBUTIONS
GENERAL FUND
Helen Bass
Paula & Norman Bell
Norma & Don Berlin

In memory of Herbert Shapiro, husband of Louise
In memory of Harold Kirsh, father of Jan Kirsh
In memory of Herbert Shapiro, husband of Louise and father of Marcia Shapiro
In memory of Harold Kirsh, father of Jan Kirsh
Alice & Lawrence Brauer
In memory of Herbert Shapiro, husband of Louise Shapiro
Sara Imershein & Mark Levine In memory of Harold Kirsh, father of Jan Kirsh. Wishing you comfort. May your
father’s memory be a blessing.
Linda & Randall Kappesser
In loving memory of Herb Shapiro, husband of Louise Shapiro and father of Marcia
Shapiro
Susan & Barry Koh
In memory of Pearl Greenfield, mother of Susan
Susan & Michael Kopen
In memory of Herb Shapiro, husband of Louise Shapiro and father of Marcia
Shapiro
Anne & Evan Kruger
In memory of Ursula Marx, mother of Elaine Friedman
In memory of Herb Shapiro, husband of Louise Shapiro and father of Marcia
Shapiro
In memory of Harold Kirsh, father of Jan Kirsh
Adrienne Nassau
In memory of Herb Shapiro, husband of Louise Shapiro and father of Marcia
Shapiro
Nicholas J. Prevas
In memory of Herbert A. Shapiro, husband of Louise Shapiro
Anne & Eric Rosen
In memory of Stanley Rosen, father of Eric
Ed Schenker
In memory of Betsy Schenker, wife of Ed
Barbara Viniar
In memory of Harold Kirsh, father of Jan Kirsh
RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
Elaine Friedman
In memory of Herb Shapiro, husband of Louise Shapiro and father of Marcia
Shapiro
In memory of Harold Kirsh, father of Jan Kirsh
Debra & Jeffrey Geller
In memory of Herb Shapiro, husband of Louise and father of Marcia Shapiro
Myra Goldgeier
In memory of Herb Shapiro, husband of Louise and father of Marcia Shapiro
Dorothy & Jonathan Goldweitz In memory of Eleanor Geissler, mother of Dorothy
Sonia Herson
In memory of David Herson, father-in-law of Sonia
Eileen Hyman
In memory of Herb Shapiro, husband of Louise and father of Marcia Shapiro.
My sincere sympathy to the Shapiro family
Jan Kirsh
A warm, heart-felt thank you to everyone for all of your thoughts and prayers with
the recent loss of my father, Harold Kirsh.
Lorraine & Peter McDermott
In memory of Herbert Shapiro, husband of Louise Shapiro
Jean & Stephen Sand
In memory of Herbert Shapiro, husband of Louise Shapiro and father of Marcia
Shapiro
HAL ISRAEL FUND
Lesley & Fred Israel
Ruth & Don Saff

In memory of Herman Allen (Hal) Israel, son of Lesley and Fred
Heartfelt condolences go out to Jan Kirsh on the loss of her beloved father, Harold
Kirsh
Heartfelt condolences go out to Marcia Shapiro and Louise Shapiro, daughter and
wife, respectively, of Herb Shapiro. We know how much they were loved and how
much they shall be missed.
Birthday congratulations to Alex Saff, grandson of Ruth and Don Saff, who turns 16
on April 2, 2018. Wishes for a healthy year and a very happy birthday, Alex.

ELAINE FRIEDMAN CHILDREN’S CAMP FUND
Elizabeth Hershey
In memory of Ursula Marx, mother of Elaine Friedman
Adrienne Nassau
In memory of Ursula Marx, mother of Elaine Friedman
NEW BUILDING FUND
Marge & Lou Berman

In memory of Herb Shapiro, husband of Louise Shapiro and father of Marcia
Shapiro

I had the privilege of serving with Herb for eight years in the 11th SF* Group. He constantly sought better
ways of accomplishing the mission, and was one of the hardest working soldiers I’ve ever known. He was loyal
and dedicated, and a strong advocate for those with a limited voice. We have truly lost a great Brother. May
his family find comfort in his memory, and may he rest in eternal peace. Nick Prevas, Highland, MD
(*Special Forces)
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APRIL YAHRZEITS
Zichronam L'bracha
“May Their Memory Be a Blessing”

APRIL 7 SHABBAT SERVICE
Sol Bass
Benjamin Barsky
Mary Bellows
Lars Carlson
Hode Fox
David Kruger
Max Lechtman “Leachman”
Minnie Rosenfield

father of Roger Bass
father of Jerome Barsky
mother of Randy Bellows
brother of George Carlson
father of Evan Kruger
brother of Shirley Sallet
grandmother of Sandra Rosenfield

APRIL 13 SHABBAT SERVICE
Fannie Hoffman
aunt of Roslyn Appel
Herbert Goldstein
Isadore Maytin
Betsy Schenker
wife of Ed Schenker
APRIL 21 SHABBAT SERVICE
Diane Green
mother of Marcia Porter
Pearl Greenfield
mother of Susan Koh
David Herson
father-in-law of Sonia Herson
Sara Kurtz
mother of Marlene Feldman
Irving Saff
father of Donald Saff
Ruth Slotnik
aunt of Adrienne Nassau
Jack Teller
father of Sandra Stamer
Dora Tuckman
mother of Jennie Einhorn
Anne Wildstein
mother of Barry Wildstein
Alice Yanofski
mother-in-law of Sheila Yanofski
APRIL 27 SHABBAT SERVICE
Theodore Bailin
Morris Bearman
Sondra Feldman
mother of Scott Feldman
Eleanor Geissler
mother of Dorothy Goldweitz
Herman Allen (Hal) Israel
son of Lesley and Fred Israel
Leon Laub
father of Mary Whitehead
Caroline Notarius Meyer
mother of Arna Meyer Mickelson
Richard Walton Onslow
father of Victoria Zuckerman
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April 2018
Sun

1
NO Religious school

Mon

2

Tue

3
6:00 p.m.
Temple
Community
Seder

Wed

4
12:00 p.m.
Leviticus Class

Thu

5
10:30 a.m.
Passover
Yiskor
Service

Fri

Sat

6

7
10:00 a.m.
Shabbat/
Birthday
Service

13
9:30
NBC Meeting

14

12:00 p.m.
Torah Class
8
9:30 a.m.
Religious school

9
2:00 p.m.
Communication
Meeting

10
5:30 p.m.
Confirmation
Class

11
12:00 p.m.
Leviticus Class

12
NO
Torah class

6:00 p.m.
Shabbat Service

5:30 p.m.
Executive
Meeting
15
9:30 a.m.
Religious school

16

17

18
12:00 p.m.
Leviticus Class

19
12:00 p.m.
Torah class

20

21
10:00 a.m.
Shabbat Service

22
9:30 a.m.
Religious school

23

24
5:30 p.m.
Confirmation
Class

25
12:00 p.m.
Leviticus Class

26
12:00 p.m.
Torah class

27
6:00 p.m.
Shabbat Service

28

29
9:30 a.m
Religious school

30

31

28

29

30

10:00 a.m.
Board Meeting
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